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While starry glamour is not going anywhere, minimalism seems to be 
the new motto in maximum city, fi nds RAJASHREE BALARAM 

M U M B A I
RAJIV SAINI + 
ASSOCIATES
Rajiv Saini’s global design practice 
includes projects in Singapore, Dubai, 
the UK and Thailand. Best known 
for his residential and hospitality 
designs, the multi-award winner has a 
reputation for obsessing over subtle 
colour palettes, textures and tactility. 

SP+A
Sameep Padora’s recent work on 

a library for a village school in 
Kopargaon, Maharashtra, neatly 
sums up his design approach: 
the root of the library emerges 
out of the ground and 

undulates across the landscape, 
so students are free to walk across 

the terrain. What’s not to love about 
such acts of genius?

SHROFFLEON
Kayzad Shro�  and Maria Isabel 
Jimenez Leon are all about bespoke 
solutions for novel, well-curated 
spaces. They are involved in every 
aspect of the project, and are picky 
about their clients. A respect and 
curiosity for design is a must!

STUDIO HBA
Part of the world’s leading hospitality 
design consultants Hirsch Bedner 
Associates, Studio HBA is a diverse 
team of designers whose portfolio 
includes resorts, residences, o�  ce 
spaces, spa centres and retail outlets. 

E D I T O R ’ S 
C H O I C E

Sameep Padora

ABHA NARAIN 
LAMBAH 
ASSOCIATES
Eight UNESCO citations in 
25 years. Narain Lambah’s 
conservation work includes
the Royal Opera House.

SJK ARCHITECTS
Winner of the Prix Versailles 
Award, Javeri Kadri is now 
building a sustainable resort 
for Buddhist pilgrims in 
Bodhgaya. Kadri strictly 
avoids a signature style, and 
allows the environment to 
dictate material choices 
and design. 

STUDIO 
MUMBAI
Bijoy Jain’s practice shows 
us how conscious luxury 
is about seeking more in 
less, in organic design of 
commercial and private 
spaces as well as the 
things that adorn them. 
His collection of limited-
edition furniture exhibited 
at Design Miami/Basel this 
year involved a fresh study 
of materiality and craft. 
Cow dung-art anyone?

RMA ARCHITECTS
From master planning of urban 
land to designing weekend 
homes, Rahul Mehrotra’s work 
is anchored in conservational 
design methodologies. 

PINAKIN
The massive Kolkata Centre for 
Creativity that opened towards 

the end of 2018 is fresh testimony 
to the free-spirited creativity and 

minimalism that distinguishes 
Pinakin Patel’s ouevre.

L E G E N D A R Y  B E S T

The Hyatt Centric 
at Bengaluru is 
designed by 
Studio HBA

ANNKUR KHOSLA 
DESIGN STUDIO
Known to be especially 
mindful of human 
requirements, heritage 
architecture and the 
cultural past, Annkur 
Khosla Design Studio’s 
commissions include 
bungalows in New York as 
well as cafes in Mumbai.

BYRAM WADIA 
ARCHITECTS
Mumbai design royalty 
Nozer Wadia’s son Byram 
Wadia is best known for 
articulating o� beat spaces, 
With the Quarry Co: Lab, 
he created a stunning 
space using 30 varieties of 
marble and onyx, sourced 
from remote quarries.> 

SOUL STUDY

Quarry Co: Lab

Bijoy Jain

Shimul 
Javeri Kadri

The minimalist 
interiors of the 
Kolkata Centre 
for Creativity


